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In one of the least successful and less interesting of his 'Hannay' books the late
John Buchan put some views about mountaineers into the mouth of a head
stalker, Angus.

'''Towrists'' I should explain were the poison in Angus's cup.... He distin
guished them sharply from what he called "muntaneers", a class which he
respected, for they were modest and civil folk who came usually with ropes and
ice-axes early in the spring, and were accustomed to feast off Angus's ham and
eggs and thaw their frozen limbs by Angus's fire. If they came at other seasons it
was after discussing their routes with Angus. They went where no deer could
travel, and spent their time, so he said, "shamming themselves into shimneys".
But the "towrist" was blatant and foolish and abundantly discourteous.'

Anyone of the first twenty-five volumes of the Alpine Journal, and many
another volume since, will provide plenty of examples of just such a viewpoint
as that expressed by Angus. The mountaineer and the rock-climber have
always regarded themselves (whether consciously or unconsciously is un
important here) as forming an elite, men set apart from the herd, men with a
different, better set of values than those who have never done the Brenva
route, never wanted to set foot on 'Cloggy', or even (for the elite excludes no
one with the right ideas) the simpler routes up the Idwal Slabs or to the summit
of Carnedd Daffyd. It may be of interest to look at this strange belief, to examine
parts of the gospel in depth, and perhaps in the process to analyse, without
identification, the character and behaviours of some mountaineers and
climbers.

Is there any justification for a climber linking himself, in spirit with that
Pharisee who was not as other men, and thanked God for it ? Maybe there is.
For no living person has yet seen a climber in the back row of a temple service
beating his breast with the publican of the parable and asking God to be
merciful to him a sinner. The average climber's whole demeanour in that
respect is more akin to the behaviour of Heine on his deathbed. As his wife
prayed that mercy might be shown to her husband, Heine opened his eyes and
said, 'You must not worry about that, my darling. God will forgive me all
right: that is His business.' Self-assurance is one of the characteristics of the
climber.

Self-confidence is another. 'Of course you are frightened', said a great rock
climber to a timid novice, some years ago, 'that is why we are here'. It was
another of the breed who remarked to what was visible of his half-frozen
companion, waist deep in soft snow, 'You must be all right; it would be in
tolerable to be rescued from here'. The list of mountaineering remarks of that
kind is endless, not one of them with any thought of publication.
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Remarks for publication are of an entirely different order. In these the climber
is always self-deprecating, terrified to move, abandoning hope. That tradition
goes right back to the Golden Age and is worthily maintained to-day. Then 'a
few blow from our trusty axes took us at la t out of the acute danger. vVe
reached the summit trembling but happy.' Now, a few tears, a few four-letter
words, and some adjectival description of the perilous situation from our
companion get us safely to the same spot. There has been no change at all in this
field, only the language is different. Almer's Leap is no more to be found a
described than is the sloping hold on Amphitheatre Buttress which flung this
writer into the void in 1950. In both cases sub equent investigations revealed
no problems of any kind. Such 'incidents' are essentials of the mystique. As
are minor eccentricities of behaviour. There are no circumstances in which the
true climber may arrive at his tent, hut, or inn ready for action and dressed for
the hills. He must, indeed, be totally unprepared for any eventuality, his early
conversation without relevance to his situation. 'Interesting about Blenkinsop',
he will say, struggling out of a suit and into a sleeping bag, 'a pianist of his
experience losing his way in the second movement'. It is impermissible in
these circumstances for a voice to come out of the darkness, 'He lost his way up
Sunset last Thursday'. That is for to-morrow.

The climber, like those lofty friends of Angus, has always preferred ham and
eggs anywhere to needless exposure in high places; and he has always been
more than willing to thaw his limbs at the first available fire. It is many years
since A. D. Godley pointed out that there were only two bearable aspects of
climbing, the moment of reaching the top of anything and the blessed moment
of voluntary arrival at the bottom. Everything else is concerned with being part
of the elite. Even the photography has to be carried out in misery and under
difficulties or it does not count.

A long time ago, after a singularly unpleasant walk to the summit of Lliwedd,
a totally abstaining fringeman produced bottles of beer and offered them to his
companions. His reward "vas a cold stare and some remarks about Geoffrey
V\ inthrop Young. There must, that fringeman learned then, and for ever,
be no actual enjoyment until afterwards. A company of gay young Liver
pudlians it was explained, could be forgiven for laughing their way up some
well defined mountain track; your true mountaineer should be settling Hoti's
business as he makes for the bergschrund, or sharing with his companions the
doctrine of the enclitic De. And he will prefer to do all that fasting from food
and drink.

Never, despite John Buchan, will the climber have 'discussed his route with
Angus', not if the forest was thick with deer, not if the skyline was obscured
with 'shimneys' into which to 'shamm' himself. It must come into the open
now; the top mountaineer, the 'hard man' of the rocks, is secretive and com
petitive. Only his closest and dearest climbing companion, and not he until
the last moment, must be told about the jeep route up Aconcagua, a possible
direct start to 'Blogginses', a better line on McKinley. Rabbits are let into the
elite (indeed, and alas, most of the whole great company are lettuce-eaters
rather than bullet-chewers), but rabbits mu t keep their place. Not for them
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the whispered confidence, 'I had a look at it on a top rope three weeks ago'; for
them the occasional friendly or agreeing nod producing a smile of contentment
and the realisation of 'belonging'. That is more than enough for any normal
rabbit; bliss should a casual word be thrown with the nod, 'You did the first
part of the old route years ago; must have been fun in boots'.

Some time ago an attempt was made to fit members of 'the climbing fraternity',
as it was odiously called, into a set of tables. Questions were set, types were
selected, other interests were sought, views on marriage, fast motoring,
women on expeditions, cooking in Alpine huts, the possibility of the world
being flat; all the absurdities which men produce when it is their profession to
think up absurdities. The results were surprising. It emerged that a man doing
the very hardest rock routes should be fit, tough, and used to heights. That a
man finding himself upon a great mountain, and expected to carry loads,
should already have been found capable of doing that, nay, had done that sort
of thing before. It was even discovered after profound analysis that a man
engaged in teaching the elements of rock-climbing should have some facility
for imparting those mysteries, and should ~n addition be patient and tolerant
of early failure. It was revealed that the hard core of hard men seldom went out
for long happy days on the Anglesey cliffs with young gentlemen who had not
as yet set foot on rock. It was, in fact, surprisingly found that top climbers were
remarkably like top men anywhere, top sailors and soldiers, top explorers,
writers, painters, musicians, poets, critics; they were men with minds of their
own who sought the company of their peers rather than that of inferiors.
Rabbits were displayed in one of the tables. Climbing and mountaineering
rabbits it was shown were not quite as good at their chosen pastime as they
would wish to be. Certain mountains, many rock routes, were beyond their
powers; they lacked the strength to ascend Flying Buttress without using their
feet, or the grace and balance to run down the Ordinary route of Idwal Slabs
hands in pockets. They would be out of place, the table implied, cleaning an
abandoned eagle's nest from a ledge on some fearsome pinnacle. They were
rabbits.

Can it be, then, that climbers are, indeed, as other men? That some of them
are good at what they are doing and others not so good; as are lawn tennis
players, cricketers, rugby and association footballers? No. Climbers are not as
other men, and this despite those superficial resemblances to the ordinary
human race which are visible as they sit in railway trains, shrink from the drill
in dental parlours, eat sparingly in some moderately priced restaurant.
Climbers, like Twentieth Century Woman, are a separate species, and this
can be demonstrated and then proved. But first the demonstrator must present
his credentials.

It is not essential that the laboratory assistant who holds aloft a vast segmented
model oat at a botany lecture should possess the highest qualifications. He
knows the structure of the oat without having behind him that ultimate in
books about oats of the Professor droning away at the lectern. He knows a
grass or two as well, and has been watching undergraduates and students
coming and going for much longer than any active Professor on the Faculty.
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So it is with this essayist. Over the past twenty-five years he has seen many a
hard man become a docile parent, and one or two of them doting grandparents.
He has seen grey hairs appearing on the heads of several among the greatest
of the mountaineers, he has been privileged to address them by their Christian
names, to receive letters and postcards from their expeditions, to kiss their
wives. He has sat in huts, and more than once in tents, with those who have not
flinched from two handfuls of curry powder stirred into a mess of corn-flakes
and chicken-flavoured crisps as a last meal of the day. He has ascended a few
of the easier rock routes and seen, in some cases actually walking upon, many
of the world's great mountains. It has been said of him, but it is not quite true,
that just as Macaulay could repeat the whole of Paradise Lost (and undertook
to provide a fair and correct copy of the work should all printed versions be
destroyed), so he could replace any 'lost' items among the first thirty volumes
of the Alpine Journal. He has broken up a bridge four at PyG as being the thin
edge of an offensive wedge. He owns a photograph of Alf Bridge not getting
on the Snowdon train. He might be thought of as 'a medium who is part of the
message'.

The walk, as P. G. Wodehouse remarked of another pastime in another context,
is 'of the essence'. It is possible for a man to enjoy motor-cycling to the foot of
his chosen cliff, to ascend it by the hardest of routes, and to 'walk off' by some
terrifying cleft. But if he has no desire to walk out to that cliff, and to proceed
from the top of his climb to the top of the mountain on which it occurs, he
cannot be, and will never become, an all-round mountaineer. Your true
mountaineer is a summit man or he is nothing. On the Malvern Hills, in the
Chilterns, the Himalaya, the Andes, his aim is ever to be as high as he can get.
There is for him no sight in the world to equal that of a mountain reaching for
the sky. There have been, and there still are, mountaineers who occasionally
describe some dotard's cherished peak as 'a roobish 'eap', but in their hearts
such men are all right; they are conveying, but only to like-minded men, never
to strangers without the gate, that they themselves were not extended upon
that mountain. But they went to the top of it.

All the great mountaineers, without a single exception, have been formidable
walkers, resembling certain authorities upon the growth of the potato in
hardly distinguishing between upwards and downwards. They are, and have
been, men who make the absurd walks in the novels of Dickens seem just
inside the possible. No reader of Pickwick believes in the paragraph dealing
with (on the shortest of winter days), a five and twenty mile walk between a
very late and drunken breakfast (both poor relations it will be recalled fell
under the table), and an early dinner. But Wilfrid Noyce could have done it,
and Longland and Hargreaves, and others of their generation, could do it still.
So, of course, could Whillans and Bonington, and perhaps a score of others.
Perhaps only Noyce would have cared to walk from the City to Richmond and
back for the purposes of lunch with the 'Little Dorrit' Meagleses. He would
have carried a sackful of bricks to make the thing worth while.

After the walk the first simple climbs. It is here that the metaphysics and
philosophy of climbing obtrude themselves and must be studied. There are
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grown men, members of the Alpine Club, the Climbers' Club, honoured in
five continents, who cannot pass a sizable tree without at least a wistful turning
of the head as at some dazzling blonde. There are others who as they enter a
strange room may be observed studying picture rails and fixed objects,
weighing the possibilities of making a circuit with their feet off the ground.
Others again have been heard crying from upper windows for an ice-axe with
which to pull themselves clear of an overhanging roof. And these men are
profound scholars, eminent surgeons, bishops. One of them achieved the
Papacy.

Such men have always chosen a solitary path. Games meant little or nothing
to them, their Headmaster's references carried such phrases as, 'Mulligan was
essentially a boy the whole of whose interests lay outside the school curri
culum'. For them boats were but stepping stones to the feet of cliffs, maps
pictorial guides to wonderlands, motor-cars transportation to the hills. They
have been accused of lacking the team spirit; but never by their chosen com
panions, happy to entrust life itself to their hands. They are not on the whole
'communicators' .

To them the early climbs were but the beginning of fulfilment. They knew, as
their boot or rubber shoe touched rock for the first time that they were
experiencing 'things transcending what is physical or natural'. For them, at
the top of their first simple route, Valhalla lay, with gods and maidens feasting,
the air full of music: life would never be the same again. There was now an
object to it. Work would be better, ambition stirred, a career could be faced,
now that in the forefront of life lay always this unimaginable delight. From now
on they would share with the great philosophers knowledge of 'the ultimate
reality'.

Those are the men who as they grew in stature and ability set their hearts and
minds on surmounting the great peaks and who on the ordinary planes of work
aday life are never really happy for long without revivifying draughts of
mountain air and the companionship of those who prefer a wet day in the hills
to all the delights of 'sun drenched beaches' and the provision of 'things to
do'. They are not saints but it was of such men that George Finch maintained
until his death that membership of a reputable association of climbers was all
the reference any young man needed as to his honesty, integrity, and that
possibly out of date imponderable, 'decency'. There is something in that point
of view.

Perhaps we can now begin to see this climber. In appearance he is not unlike
any reader of the Alpine Journal for his tastes have marked him. If he is among
the great he will be of medium height, solid, but with delicate hands and feet.
With perhaps one exception, and he among the greatest, you will never see him
sitting still. Normally he prefers to stand, but if he is sitting he will be gesturing,
some would say twitching, his 'nerves' always manifest. He has little small
talk, it has already been noted that he is no great communicator, and if you
listen to him in a bar or other public place all you are likely to hear will be
desultory chat about climbing. On a walk he will usually pick his own way, but
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at difficult places you will find that he has paused, waiting until all are safe.
On easy climbs with him you will observe that he is never careless, never takes
chances, never hurries. On the big climbs and expeditions (his companions
will tell you afterwards), he always did a little more than his share. He will say
the same about them. He is an easy man to get on with; people like him, look
forward to seeing him again. He is a trifle extrovert in his pleasures, not shouting
and singing over his beer but very much enjoying it. You will notice that in
crowded rooms he is the first to feel the heat and to remove his jacket. He will
do this just as readily at formal dinners or gatherings; there never seems to be
quite enough air.

He moves a little with the times, and with fashion, but not too much. His hair
is perhaps a trifle longer than that of the early Alpinists, his clothes a little
'sharper'. Although, unlike them, he owns a motor-car, he dislikes and despises
the non-climbing tourist as much as they did. He writes as badly as the
pioneers and his expedition books are nearly always as unreadable as theirs. In
youth he is markedly opposed to the general habits of organised society, but
early in middle-life he finds himself beginning to conform like the rest of us.
It is, however, always a traumatic experience to meet with him on the eve of 'a
seaside holiday with the children'. Then he wears the bleak despairing face of
those encountered in Hell by Aeneas and Dante.

He marries a different sort of woman from the general, a woman who will think
nothing of sleeping in a tent on the lawn, or getting into a sleeping bag in her
own hall, should another climber seek a lodging for the night. His children are
early familiar with PyG or Dungeon Ghyll, spilling breakfast egg over com
plaisant world-class mountaineers, or proudly displaying the tiny ice-axes
earned by those babes who have reached the top of Snowdon. The whole
family enjoys becoming wet, cold, and miserable in tents, and the wives will
tell you, 'every so often I see "the look" and I pack him straight off to the hills'.
Sometimes a wife will add, with the least touch of sadness, 'I think little
Horatius is going the same way'.

He used to read a great deal but he appears to do so no longer. 'Tell me the
name of a long book', asked the leader of a recent expedition, 'we're only
allowed to take one each'. Mummery might have said that but not, surely,
Freshfield or Schuster. But then, Freshfield never learned to tie a rope about
his own waist, and Schuster thought that a man might be forgiven if after
seventy he took mountains less seriously.

But the real hallmark of the climber in all ages and in each new generation, is
his sensitivity. He shares with great actors a total inability to absorb criticism,
and the casual dart of some hearty non-climber sometimes inflicts an almost
mortal wound. Just as there are men walking the streets of London because
they overlooked the necessity of clearing trumps, so there are permanently
unhappy climbers living in mental poverty because some ignoramus has
voiced some absurd opinion in some unread newspaper column. Every
student of the Alpine ]oumal could produce twenty examples, almost without
pausing for thought, of climbers who have demonstrated thinness of skin
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stretched over the toughest of hide. Coolidge was as quick to resent a com
ment as ever was 'X'; Whymper suffered all the time; Strutt resented all
mountaineering 'obiter dicta' made outside the Alpine Club. He was none too
happy about the opinions voiced by his fellow members in the pages of the
Alpine Journal. There are climbers alive today who have wiped all recollection
of still living former friends from their minds merely because of an ill-timed
joke or badly turned phrase. Climbers, like the French, are greater than
gods in victory, less than women in defeat. A harsh or unthinking word
disturbs them in a way no ordinary men can understand.

Ordinary men? No. Although never Pharisees, climbers are not as other men.
There will always be only a few of them, turning their eyes and all their thoughts
to the high places. There are not so many men in the world who prefer even the
windward side of a stone wall to a feather bed with a hot water bottle in it, or the
company of a single tried friend to the maniacal shoutings of a clubhouse full
of rugby footballers. And there is room for everyone of them, from the silent
austere Everester to the youngster devouring egg and chips at 'Wendy's' in
Llanberis. Both of those men would have much to say to each other on a shared
drive to Wales or on a chance meeting halfway up Dale Head. Neither would
have anything in common with those multitudes stretched in aluminium
chairs along every summer roadside in the country.

For hidden away from everyone, so deep in his heart that he scarcely knows it
himself, the climber is a poet, ever reaching for the unattainable; ever conscious,
with Browning's grammarian, that his true place, perhaps not to be reached in
this life, or even in this world, but in some other universe, in some other gal
axy, in another time, is where 'meteors shoot, clouds form, Lightnings are
loosened, Stars come and go'. And in that place he will be happy, with the
others who have sought i~ with him.
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